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Before the accident, I loved snow; the frenzy of it whirling down like 
feathers from a burst pillow, the way it clumped over the dark evergreens 
by my front door, its silence, its peace.  But that December night, my 
affection for snow ended abruptly.  It would take me ten months to 
realize this, however, because I spent the rest of the winter in a Madison 
hospital, staring at my casts and sweating through my nightmares.  By 
the time I got out, tulips were budding. 

When October finally rolled around, I learned the truth.  One 
morning I came out of the house to see my car windows white with frost, 
and my heart began to pound.  As I scraped the ice off the windshield 
with shaky hands and climbed weak-kneed into the car--careful not to 
look in the back seat for fear I’d see more than my old Reeboks and ruck-
sack--I knew I would never make it through another Wisconsin winter.   

Three weeks earlier, Diana Fitzsimmons had called me from Cali-
fornia, all excited about a find in Borneo, and, although I would have 
jumped at the chance to go with her once, I declined on the grounds 
that I wasn’t well enough yet.  Now, as I drove down University Avenue 
with the windshield wipers clacking and the heater blasting hot air on 
my shins, I wondered if the invitation was still open.  Borneo is on the 
equator, where snow is as unlikely as azaleas in Antarctica.  I had visions 
of solitary beaches and palm trees, the sort of postcard scene tourists send 
to their stay-at-home friends, but I’m savvy enough to know that pho-
tographers choose their moment with care.  Pictures of rotting coconut 
husks aren’t big sellers.  Besides, an expedition is not a stroll on the beach.  
You need to be in top-notch shape.

I raised my right arm over my head, flexing it at the elbow, and tried 
to touch my left shoulder with my fingers.  Almost.  For someone who 
couldn’t raise her arm to shoulder height in March, pretty good.  My 
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Somewhere A Tiger is an affecting story about how the choices 
people make alter their lives for good or ill, and an adventure that 
takes the reader on a suspenseful journey into the treacherous 
heart of the Borneo rainforest.

At the core of the novel is photographer Rachel Baldwin’s 
need to block painful memories of the car accident that killed 
her husband and daughters. But what begins for her as a 
geographical escape to Southeast Asia in search of an elusive 
tiger, soon becomes a test of emotional and physical endurance 
that threatens her sanity and her life.

As the danger escalates, Rachel struggles to overcome both 
the external challenges and her internal despair until, finally, 
she must confront not only the tiger, but the hard truth about 
herself.
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